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DISEASE.

W. H. Atkinson, M. 1)., D. D. S., New York.

ASE and dis-ea.se are but effects of nutrient movements
that may be perceived or unperceived by the body

under their dominion, in accordance with the attention or in-
attention of consciousness of the body.

Ease (health) is a regulated interchange of activities in
molecules in accord with the lay-out or type of organs.

Dis-ease is disturbance of this order of interblending of
mass and energy. Coalescence of these, mass and energy, is
the process by which variety in conformation of body is pro-
duced and maintained. The degrees of satisfaction of these
blendings known as ripeness or ripening, present us with
nebulae, suns, planets and inhabitants of planets.

To get a complete and exhaustive conception of what dis-
ease is, it will be necessary, therefore, to describe in some
way the formation and behavior of all bodies subject to dis-
ease or imperfect nutrient activity.

1. The Radiance of solar fullness in filling cosmic void-
ness, produces planets and inhabitants of planets by a pro-
cession of impacts of energy, exemplified in the production
and feeding (maintaining) of individual bodies.

2. Any disturbances of the succession of impacts minifies
or prevents the formation and feeding of these bodies.

3. When bodies or parts of bodies are thus minified they
are weak and hence are unable to operate the changes de-
nominated functional activities of molecular-, corpuscular-,
tissual-, organic-, systemic- or conscious-manifestation of char-
acter in their completeness.

This minification of functional power lays the foundation
of un-rest, of the demand for energy, which is
the condition known as disease.

The way in which this is brought about is so occult and
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complicated as to render it difficult of apprehension and ex-
planation.

Radiance penetrating cosmic voidness produces molecular-
mass, from which arise, by continuity of the alternate ongoing
and arrest of radiant impact, the various bodies which appear
in the heavens. These consist of solar systems made up of
suns, planets and inhabitants of planets.

Radiancy is the power (or Patrix) and mass' is the Matrix
by which worlds are produced. The process of production
may be said to consist of interpenetration, intussusception,
invagination and coalescence of these dynamic and static
aspects of body and being in accord to type in molecular-,
corpuscular-, tissual-, organic-, systemic- and conscious-mani-
festation.

It is said that the debris of minerals makes vegetables a
possibility and that the disintegration of these makes the
basis of the animal kingdom. In view of this statement may
we not legitimately accept the saying, that in all forms of
feeders, the debris of each category becomes the food of the
next below it in the organization of the inhabitants of this
and other planets ? Acceptance of affete and rejection of
effete and excessive portions of food constituting the process
of nutrition, must be regular and rythmical to be physiologi-
cal. When irregular, by deficiency or perturbation of nutrient
currents, it becomes pathological—disease.

Is disease inherited? The possibility of both ease (the
study of which is physiology) and disease (the study of which
is pathology) being transmitted from antecedent bodies has
been demonstrated.

Man, as the culmination of the manifoldness and simplicity
of cosmic and planetary function, is the embodiment of
psychic and bodily manifestation of function, or demand and
supply in the production and maintainance of suns and sys-
tems in space by solar fullness penetrating cosmic voidness.
The begetting, gestating (ripening) and disrupting of worlds
is re-presented by the generation and career of inhabitants—-
at the head of which the human race is conspicuous.

d he revelation, and ripening of the formulae of science, spec-
ulative and exact, have been attained through mutations in
mind and matter, being grasped by consciousness in multi-
plied observations.
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Time and strength would fail us, were we to attempt justi-
fication of these statements by representing the mutations
that mark the history of the development of the sciences.
If science be the “record of regulated observation of facts,”
as is so persistently reiterated by materialists, we are bound
to ask what “ observation ” consists of?

hirst, we must have the power of perception. Second, this
must be so developed as to enable us to co-relate observations
in understandable series so as to reveal the principles, laws
and methods of procedure to consciousness.

As mathematics is independent of bodily or material en-
tanglement by belonging exclusively to the domain of con-
sciousness or mind, we can only bring it to bear upon physics
as the means of discovery and correction of the formulae of
science in astronomy, geography and physiology.

A close reading of the record will show this in considering
the old and new styles of calculating time. In the discovery
of gravitation, the precession of the equinoxes and of planets
under the guidance of the imperfect astronomy (astrology) of
the ancients, the divisions of time wmre insufficient to so cal-
culate the seasons of the year as to have them occur in the
same months. By the advent of Copernicus this was cor-
rected and the new style of measurement of time was pro-
mulgated, which still holds good.

In pursuit of the explanation of the precession of the
equinoxes, the shape of the earth was re-examined as to a
possible causative relation to retarded diurnal motion. It
turns out that the equatorial diameter of the globe exceeds
that of the polar diameter sufficiently to account for the dif-
ference between the old and new styles of estimating time
by the difference of the sun’s attraction, between sphericity
of the earth in the old style and an oblate form in the new
style.

The discovery of Neptune was the result of calculations
based upon observations of perturbations in the orbits of other
planets.

Thus astronomy and geography have progressed and are
advancing to higher and better pronouncements as well as
physiology, psychology and hygiene.

Coalescence, or a flowing together, can only take place in
ethers, gases and liquids or fluids; therefore solids and semi-
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solids must be melted or dissolved to reduce them to a state
capable of intimate admixture or blending.

Incomplete coalescence of primates precedes imperfect
embodiments of types in molecules and their massing in
cosmic dust—nebula, sun, star, planet and occupant of planet.
This imperfect coalescence is the inception of disease in crys-
tal, cell, corpuscle, organ and system.

Admixture is aggregation ; blending is such a change of
molecular constitution as to render heterogenous masses
homogeneous in character. A condition known as tempera-
ture is a prominent factor in the conversion of solids and
semi-solids into liquids, gases, ethers and radiants, and it must
be taken into account in any investigations of healthful or
fractional conditions of functioning bodies.

Completeness or wholeness of function is health or wholth
as universology teaches ; while incompleteness of perform-
ance of process fractionalizes its career which is minified
function or dis-ea.se.

The inception of disease may be said to depend upon per-
turbation in the temperature of the body known as taking
cold, “ catching cold.”

Paralellism of all the stages of the process of feeding affords
normal blood out of which the tissues are formed and nour-
ished under the fulfillment of the law of demand and supply
in every form of functioning body, large or small.

Deficiency (hunger) calls for sufficiency, which is attained
by exercise of the whole range of movements in the process
of feeding in, first, prehension ; second, comminution (masti-
cation) ; third, insalivation ; fourth, deglution ; fifth, chymifi-
cation ; sixth, emulsification of carbo-hydrates; seventh,
chylification (precipitation of effete or unchurned portions of
food-mass); eighth, absorption into the blood tract through
the chyliferous vessels; and ninth, vivification by admixture
of oxygen and plus (+) in the respiratory tracts. When this
is-effected in full measure we have pure blood out of which
to sustain the elements of the functioning machinery in health
in formed bodies; and producing these elements in forming-
bodies, by converting blood into protoplasm and this into
embryonal corpuscles and these into the tissues and organs
of functioning systems, by aggregation and coalescence ac-
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cording to typal requirement in the construction and nourish-
ment or support of the parts and the entire system.

Let us state then that from bathybius (protoplasm) to blood
and breath and from breath to blood and protoplasm (bathy-
bius) we may trace the line of solar radiancy as the plus (+)
energy that awakens the potencies of atoms and engages
them in forming the molecules out of which the proteinaceous
compounds are generated, that are capable of being meta-
morphosed into tissues.

Let us ask then, what are the factors of function ? And
answer by stating—LlGHT is the plus (-1-) and Atoms the
minus (—) cosmic entities, movements in which display to
observation cosmic, solar, stellar and planetary systems which
are the make-up of the cosmos in the great sense—the Uni-
verse, as it is called.

Take a complete system of' organs at the point of its career
known as its beginning. It will be perceived that all the
possibilities of function are immanentand emmanent in it and
its surroundings.

Use of the machinery wears it out by reason of the changes
brought about in its parts at their point of contact, under the
impact and variety in mode of the energy that operates the
functions of the parts and the entire machine.

This waste of wear or loss must be restored to it by repair
of the machine to keep it in working order. This process of
repair in functioning bodies is known as feeding, and is
operated by a complicated series of preparatory sub-processes
in a triple apparatus in respiratory, circulatory and alimentary
tracts. These sub-processes operate upon the crude materials
out of which pabulum is manufactured, from which tissues
are fed by appropriation of affete and rejection of effete and
excessive portions of pabulum.

Appropriation of pabulum is called assimilation and is only
attributed to the vegetable and animal kingdoms in extant
physiologies.

This process of appropriation and rejection of portions of
pabulum involves fine division and admixture of the materials
of the food in the crude sense.

In the mineral kingdom we would say solution and pre-
cipitation were involved in the production of crystals.

In a solution of silicon precipitation produces silex, by
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crystalization according to a special six-sided type, and silica
in an amorphous powder, where crystaline type is wanting.

I his immanence and emmanence of type is always a factor
in building and destroying mineral, vegetable and animal
bodies.

Mineralistic parts of vegetables constitute their solidity in
stalk, fruit and seed. These elements are carried to place by
solution in water through channels for the circulation of such
fluids. Water is called “the universal solvent,” and the say.
ing finds confirmation in all physiological investigations.

An English experimentalist finds that for every pound of
mineral matter assimilated by a plant an average of 2,000
lbs. of water is absorbed. At the French observatory of
Mont Souris it was found that in rich soil 7,227 lbs. of water
passed through the roots of the wheat plants for every pound
of grain produced, while in a very poor soil 2,693 lbs. of ’water
passed through the wheat roots for each pound of grain
matured.

The depositing of these solids necessitates a dissipation of
the water, which is effected by transpiration, to form the
haulm, fruit and seed. This is purgation—expurgation.

The lowest form of animals so nearly repeats this mode of
appropriation of weak solution of pabulum as to make it dif-
ficult to detect the difference in the mode of assimilation.

The amoebae bouche and debouche at the same point of
their bodies. That is, they improvise mouth and anus on
the side next to the thing they devour and thus eat by clos-
ing around the article of food, and deficate by unfolding of
the body-walls, allowing the unassimibable parts of food to
fall away.

This is the earliest example of the division of animals clas-
sified as “ Monotremattathus showing us that vomiting
and purging are identical in purpose, viz.: getting rid of
debris and excess of food.

Those conditions known as diseases are the results of per-
turbation in the nutrient processes, which results have not
been eliminated in time to prevent debility, aberation or
death of the elements of the tissues. Thus local disease is
ever the manifestation of constitutional debility being focal-
ized by local lesions that would be of no account in soundness
of blood-crassus; i. e., all sorts of fracture heal by first inten-
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tion, by simple reposition of the divided parts in healthy
bodies; while tubercle, tumor, cancer and infectious diseases
hold high carnival in imperfectly elaborated blood-plasm.

To prevent disease live in accordance with hygienic laws,
the principal of which is the intelligent use of general gym-
nastics, thus washing out all the channels of nutrient activity
by vigorous exercise. For special obstructions resort to
special gymnastics, viz. : in respiratory tracts, by vigorous
breathing ; in vascular tracts, by accellerated circulation, thus
hastening secretion and excretion ; and in alimentary tracts,
by vomiting, purging and sweating.

For infectious diseases, neutralize the poison ; and for local
disease, extirpate the abnormal part.
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